Networking

SD-WAN

Learn how to confidently roll out Cisco’s SD-WAN solution in a new or existing network. The set of sessions provides an advanced journey through the latest Cisco SD-WAN innovations including recent development and integration with Cloud, SASE and Assurance/Analytics.

- BRKENT-2106 Building a Best of Breed Solution: Cisco SD-WAN Innovations
- BRKENT-2100 SD-WAN Design Experience Sharing Focused on Specific SD-WAN New Features
- BRKENT-2107 Cisco SD-WAN Cloud Deep Dive
- BRKENT-2108 Cisco SD-WAN Security and SASE
- BRKENT-2193 Predicting Application Experience Failures and Proactively Reroute is Now Possible!

- BRKENT-2018 Avoid SD-WAN Deployment Mistakes - Lessons Learned and Best Practices
- BRKENT-2105 Deploy and Manage SD-Branch
- BRKENS-3000 Lessons Learned from Deployment of Large Scale Multi-Domain IBN Architectures in SDA, SD-WAN and ACI
- BRKENS-2022 The Value and Details of Multi-Domain Pairwise Integration Between SDA, SD-WAN